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Reversible Hooded Vest - Instructions 

        

Thank you for downloading this pattern from Doll Things. Please read over this entire document 
before proceeding. 
 
Please enjoy making vests from this pattern for your personal use or - you are welcome to sell vests 
made from this pattern. If you do sell, I would appreciate credit for the pattern. 
 
However, please: 

● Do not distribute this pattern. Please refer inquiries for copies to this post on Doll 
Things. 

● Do not sell this pattern. That would just be wrong. 
 

Now, back to the instructions and more pleasant things.  
 
I did not take photos as I was making the vest so I'll try to describe the process as best I can 
remember. You should have basic sewing skills to make this. Not exactly a beginner project, but not 
that difficult either. 
 
Printing the pattern 
Print the pattern to actual size. If your printer has a box that says "Fit to Page", make sure that's not 
checked. I have drawn a roughly 1-inch square for reference. If you're close to 1" you'll be fine. This 
vest is loose-fitting so you don't have to be exactly exact. If you're making it for one of the slimmer 
18" dolls, just decrease the whole thing by about 1/4" or so. 
 
Pattern Pieces/Cutting 
Hood - Cut 2 pieces of your main fabric and 2 pieces for the lining 
Front - Cut 2 pieces of your main fabric and 2 pieces of your lining 

Back - Cut 2 pieces each of your main fabric and lining. Make sure you cut these pieces on the fold. 
 
Sewing 

 
All seams are 1/4" 
 
Shoulder Seams - With right sides together (RST) sew the shoulder seams of the Front and Back 
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pieces of your main fabric. Press seams flat (this is preferred over serging or zig zagging to reduce 
bulk).  
Do the same thing for the lining pieces. 
 
Hood - With RST, sew around the back curve of the hood using the main fabric pieces. Repeat for the 
lining pieces.  
Turn the main hood wrong side out. With the hood lining right side out, tuck the lining inside the 
main hood so that everything sits nice and matches up. 
Sew around the front curve of the hood. Do not sew the neck side yet. Turn the hood/lining right 
side out. 
Top stitch along the front curve of the hood. 
 
Attach Hood - Lay the main piece out flat - right side up, so that the back is at the top. Match the 
center back of the hood with the center back of the neck RST. Pin the hood to the main piece around 
the neck.  
Sew the hood to the neck opening.  
I usually do a basting stitch first so I can pull my pins out and then go back and sew it again without 
pins getting in the way and to make sure I got everything sewn together. This step is optional. 
 
Attach Lining - Lay out the main piece with hood - right side up, making sure that the hood is away 
from the arm holes.  
Lay the lining pieces RST over the main piece. You should have completely covered the hood so that 
you don't see it now, and making sure again it is away from the arm holes. 
Pin together and sew around the arm holes. 
Pin and sew around the front curve. Starting at the bottom of the front; sew all the way up, around 
the neck, and then back down to the bottom of the other side of the front. 
Don't sew the bottom of the front pieces together yet. 
Now, pull the front of the vest through the shoulder seams so the whole thing is right side out. 
 
Side Seams - Lay the vest out flat right side up - this time with the back at the bottom. The lining 
should also be right side up. 
With RST, pin one of the side seams of the front and back main piece. Do the same for the lining 
pieces. 
Now sew the side seam - through both the lining and main pieces, making sure the underarm seams 
match.  
Do this on both sides. 
Top stitch around the arm holes. You may have to tuck the last little bit of the armhole seam in. (This 
top stitching is optional. For my fleece vest, I did not top stitch, but if I were using a thinner fabric, I 
would have.) 
 
Hem & Finish - Turn the whole vest inside out so that the wrong sides of the main piece and lining 
piece are together. 
Beginning at the place where you finished stitching the front piece, sew the main piece to the lining, 
and stop near the center back, but don't go all the way around. You'll need to leave a gap so that you 
can pull the garment through it to turn right side out later. 
Now on the other side, do the same thing - sew from your finished front seam to almost the center 
back. 
Your gap should be about 1-1/2 to 2" 
Pull the entire vest through the gap so that is now right side out. 

 



 

Top stitch around the entire vest, starting at the top of one of the front sides, go all the way around, 
including the neck, (but not the hood) so that you end up where you started 
When you get to the gap, make sure you tuck in the raw edges and sew so that the hole/gap is 
closed. 
 
Admire your finished vest! 
 
Note: I did not make any kind of closure for this vest. It overlaps slightly, so it kind of stays closed by 
itself.  If you like, you can add a button, Velcro, snap, etc. 
Also, if you don't want it to overlap as much, just cut that outer curve on the front smaller. 
 
Option: You can make this vest without the hood. Just skip that part and go to "Attach Lining". 
 
I hope you'll share your completed projects with us at Doll Things. 
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